[The modelling of hepatitis A and of enterally transmitted non-A, non-B hepatitis (hepatitis E) in Saguinus mystax tamarins].
A comparative study of hepatitis infection caused by human hepatitis A virus (MS-1 strain), simian hepatitis A virus (AGM-27 strain), and enterically transmitted non-A, non-B hepatitis virus (Tashkent-1435 strain) was carried out. Susceptibility of tamarins to the AGM-27 and Tashkent-1435 as well as to MS-1 strain was demonstrated. All the strains induced an acute infection characterized by serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) elevation, virus excretion and antibody response. Certain differences in the course of infection caused by these strains were observed in the duration of the incubation period and ALT profiles.